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Jeremy:I will call the staff person mentioned in Klink's letter.  Attached is a letter for Jack to sign to Klink.  

Through this e-mail, I am asking Eileen to review the letter.  If it is okay, we'll make arrangements to get it to 

Jack for his signature and have Debbie send it out.Tom To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	11/24/97 03:26:51 PMSubject: 	Re: Tom Wilson 

MatterSound's good.  The letter should probably say that we have repeatedly advised Wilson that we would 

be willing to hear a presentation.  If appropriate, you might wish to call Klink's office and say that this offer has 

been outstanding for years, but that he wants to set the terms.To:	Jeremy Gunncc:	Eileen From:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBDate:	11/24/97 01:01:51 PMSubject:	Tom Wilson MatterEileen has faxed me the letter that 

we received from Congressman Klink regarding Tom Wilson's request to meet with the Board.  I will draft a 

response from Jack to Klink restating our willingness to have a presentation of Wilson's evidence to ARRB 

staff, with a cc to Wilson.  I suggest that we invite a Klink staff person to sit in on the presentation, if that is 

what Wilson and the Congressman want to do.  From there it will be up to Wilson to contact us regarding a 

meeting, in my view.  I think that we do not want to tie up a lot of staff people with Wilson and I don't think it 

needs to be two days.  Perhaps Doug and I can meet with Wilson, and, you of course, if you'd like, although I 

do not think that either of us should kill two days on this matter.  In my view, nothing will satisfy Wilson.Draft 

letter to Klink to follow 
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